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Synopsis The design of Java CT involves server side changes, adding new classes for building the JNI and Java layer to provide user with the Java CT SDK. Currently the Informatica PowerCenter Product allows the Custom transformations to be written either in C or C++. This project will enhance the capabilities by introducing Java as the third language that can be used by the customers to implement their own Business Logic Java Custom Transformations will support both Active and Passive transformations. In implementing JCT, Javadocs have been used for documentation of various classes and packages to be used. Hence these can be referred by the users by writing customized Java code. For Novice users, a JTX console has been provided. This is basically targeted for those people who are new to Java but are good in implementing Business Logic. The entire code has been broken into snippets and user is asked to enter one snippet at a time. Compiling and debugging facilities have been provided as far as possible. Error debugging has also been implemented to some extent.
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Chapter 1 Introduction 1.1 Overview 1.1.1 Organization Profile The Informatica® Data Integration Platform is the industry’s leading software for accessing, integrating, and delivering data—from any source, to any source. The Informatica Platform has been designed specifically to cost effectively leverage data to gain a unified view of the extended enterprise. Using Informatica, organizations can address a wide variety of integration projects through a “build once and deploy everywhere” approach, allowing them to spend their time and resources where they should—on their business, not on the business of integration. The drive to business process excellence in the 1990s resulted in a record number of ERP, CRM, SCM, and Web application implementations. The focus on business process led to the proliferation of disparate, proprietary, and incompatible systems, resulting in the need for enterprise-wide integration. The complexity of these heterogeneous environments has burdened IT departments with the maintenance of existing infrastructure, rather than focusing on new business requirements. Integration of these complex systems has been typically addressed one project at a time. The most common approach has been intensive custom coding. As organizations are increasingly discovering, this approach is not only costly and time consuming, but as the number and complexity of integration requirements grow, it has proved to be unsustainable and provides little leverage or value from one project to the next. To solve existing and evolving integration requirements, organizations need a reliable and scalable data integration architecture whereby each project builds value on the other. This need is especially true in today's economic climate as key decision makers pressure IT to deliver more with less—less budget, less time, and fewer resources.
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1.2 The Impact of Custom Transformations Custom transformations operate in conjunction with procedures one creates outside of the designer Interface to extend PowerCenter functionality. One can create a Custom transformation and bind it to a procedure that you develop using the available functions. One can use the Custom transformations to create transformation applications, such as sorting and aggregation, which require all input rows to be processed before outputting any output rows. To support this process, the input and output functions occur separately in Custom transformations compared to External Procedure transformations. The PowerCenter Server passes the input data to the procedure using an input function. The output function is a separate function that you must enter in the procedure code to pass output data to the Server. In contrast, in the External Procedure transformations, an external procedure function does both input and output, and its parameters consist of all the ports of the transformations. One can also use the Custom transformations to create transformations that require multiple input groups, or both. A group is the representation of a row of data entering or leaving a transformation. For example, one might create a Custom transformation with one input group and multiple output groups that parse XML data. Or, one can create a Custom transformation with two input groups and one output group that merges two streams of input data into one stream of output data.
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Chapter 2 Software Requirements Specification This document outlines the functionality of the Java CT wrappers only.



2.1 Java CT SDK This section describes the functionality for the Java Custom transformation SDK. As outlined in the requirements document, we currently only expose the C layer outside and the goal of this project is to expose a Java interface for developing custom transformations. The reader of this section is assumed to be familiar with the PowerConnect SDK, Java SDK and the CT C/C++ wrappers. A brief introduction is given here about these topics but reader should go through other documents for a more detailed understanding. 2.1.1 High level requirements • Provide Java interface for custom transformation development. • Maintain/Reuse consistent interfaces between PowerConnect Java SDK and the new Java CT interface. • Provide automatic data type conversions that are not available in the CT C layer. • There are also plans to enhance the C++ layer to provide the appropriate interfaces. The java layer should also maintain consistency with the C++ layer.



2.1.2 Current state of the CT APIs. The requirements document highlights the current state of the APIs for a Custom Transformation development. Here, more details are provided on the current state of the server side APIs and the scope of each project.
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The following two sections highlight some of the shortcomings in the existing layers. 2.1.2.1 CT C layer In the current state, we have only the “C” layer for CT exposed to the outside world. The C layer provides both row by row and block based data access. Although it’s easier to develop CTs using the row interface, block interface is much more efficient with out adding too much overhead for the user. We provide block based interfaces at the Reader/Writer levels so this should be easier for the users to understand as well. The C layer also lacks the functionality for data type conversions. During our experience with developing PowerConnects and other extension products, this is a vital part or else every CT developer would be writing the same code to do the data type conversions from what we get from PowerCenter to convert to another type before processing it. For example, if the data type specified for a port is short and the user instead wants to get it as int, then this should be automatically supported without the user having to do anything extra. 2.1.2.2



CT C++ layer



The CT C++ layer has been developed as wrappers around the C code. The stub code that wraps around will be published to the customers and the CT developer will have to include this code while building his project. This way, we get around the issues with binary compatibility and having to use the same compilers as we do. The C++ layer has standard interfaces for plugins to initialize themselves at different levels and provides data access through a row based interface. The C++ layer also supports automatic datatype conversions. The following functionality is lacking in the C++ layer. • The C++ layer is currently not exposed to the third parties and has been used only within the company. If we are planning to expose the same, we need to make it “clean”. Currently the C++ wrappers header files contain too much information about both the interfaces and also implementations. Any new user looking at these header files to get started will be really confused and would not know what
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to do. This problem is compounded by the fact that we don’t any enough documentation for the same. Although separating interfaces and implementation and providing the user with a clean set of files to look at is an ideal solution, this could mean much more work. We should at the very least provide appropriate documentation on the interfaces that are exposed. • The block based data access is not supported in the C++ layer. By exposing this, we could make use of the block API enhancements done in PowerCenter to strive for better performance. When we expose it to the external world, it should provide only one way to access the data for not confusing the users. So, we should expose the block based format. • Currently the CT C++ layer does not allow the users to have multiple CTs in the same dll. This could be an easy to do useful enhancement. • We don’t use the word MGEP anywhere outside the company and instead we pitch the same thing as a Custom Transformation (CT). So all references to MGEP in the interfaces should be removed and replaced with CT when we expose the interfaces to the external parties. 2.1.3 Required Enhancements in other layers 2.1.3.1



PowerConnect SDK buffer classes



One of the requirements is to have a consistent interface between the CT APIs and the PowerConnect SDK APIs. This is to make the life of the user easier in understanding and dealing with different aspects of PowerCenter. Also this would allow us to remove any inconsistencies at different parts of the product. The main interfaces of interest for us are IRdrBuffer and IWrtBuffer that provide access to the bock data. PowerConnect SDK is lacking some of the following functionality which needs to be enhanced before applying the same interfaces to the CT SDK. • Currently the optimized buffer mode layouts made in Symphony is turned off when there is an SDK source or a target. This is because we expose the internal buffer layouts to the external people
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o We expose getDataDirect(…), which gives you a pointer to the first data element and the SDK developer is supposed to increment this pointer by appropriate value (size of the data type) to get the next value. o If we decide to change this layout to add lengths for each data element in between, then there is a problem with the backward compatibility. o Hence, these APIs were marked as deprecated and instead we should provide the user with additional functions that hides the internal buffer layout. We should do this in such a fashion so as to avoid any performance penalties, may be through stub code or inline private functions. Virtual function calls should be avoided at the cell level. • Currently PowerConnect SDK does not provide datatype conversions at the column level. The user will have to manually convert the data if he has to change from one type to the other. Since this is perceived as done by any PowerConnect, we should provide this natively in the buffer classes. • Inconsistency between IRdrBuffer and IWrtBuffer for columns access. The two interfaces behave slightly differently related to the columns that are not connected. For example, in IRdrBuffer::getDataDirect (colIndex), the colIndex is the index on all the columns in the group. Whereas in IWrtBuffer::getDataDirect (colIndex), the index is on the connected columns. o This is inconsistent behavior and we should not inherit the same inconsistency while providing them at the CT level. o We should fix the IWrtBuffer for providing access to data the way IRdrBuffer does when we add the cell based APIs. o Only these new APIs should be exposed to the CT developer. Other APIs even if they are present for backward compatibility reasons should assert or return failure. • Although the names for IRdrBuffer and IWrtBuffer make sense in the reader and writer contexts, when the same interfaces are applied to the CT, it could lead to some inconsistencies. For example, we would have to IWrtBuffer for the input group and IRdrBuffer for the output group. o Instead we should probably rename the interfaces IRdrBuffer to IOutputBuffer and IWrtBuffer to IInputBuffer. RVCE
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o To avoid any backward compatibility issues, these new interfaces could be just typedefs or simple derived classes (no typedefs in java) of the older interface. 2.1.3.2



CT C++ layer



Once the I*Buffer interfaces are enhanced in the PowerConnect SDK layer, the same interfaces should be used in the CT C++ layer as well. However, this could mean that the current run time interfaces like RTMGEPInputField, RTMGEPOutputField will no longer apply here and should be removed. RTMGEPInputGroup/RTMGEPOutputGroup should now be changed and will contain references to the buffer implementation classes. Note that the implementation of the interfaces for IInputBuffer/IOutputBuffer should be completely different for PowerConnect SDK and the CT C++ layer. The CT C++ layer implementations should be developed on top of the C layer and should be part of the stub code given to the third parties so this cannot use any of the internal classes like TRowData, etc. The data type conversions provided in the C++ layer currently as part of the RTMGEPInputField/RTMGEPOutputField should be removed and they should now be part of the I*Buffer interfaces. Other than these changes, other stuff in the C++ layer should remain as it exists now, except for making it more modular and clean as mentioned above. 2.1.4 Java layer user metadata This section talks about the detailed functionality for the Java CT layer. The java layer will be based on top of the C++ layer. The interfaces exposed in these two layers should be consistent. 2.1.4.1



Determining the Java Class name to Load at run time



Currently user specifies the following CT properties, which are related to determining the appropriate run time module for the widget.
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• Module Identifier: the name of the shared library (dll) to load during run time to find the appropriate functions. • Run time Location: This is the place where to find the above shared library. • Function Name: This is the name of the function that will be called at run time within the module for this transformation. These properties are specified entirely from the procedural C perspective but when used from C++/Java, some of them don’t make much sense. It’s explained in more detail below. Properties required for the C++ layer: For this layer to work properly, we need the following items: • Module Identifier: The shared library which contains the class to execute at run time. • Run time Location: This is the place where to find the above shared library. • Class Name: If we want to support multiple classes within the same DLL, then the class name is required. This is the physical class name that contains the run time execution logic for the transformation. Properties required for the Java layer: We need to know the following in the Java layer in order to determine the appropriate classes to load during run time. • Class Name: This is the name of the class present in the class path of the server that will be loaded during run time. Note that there is no concept of a module or shared object that need to be loaded at run time and instead is resolved only through the class path set for the server process. Consolidating the requirements for the above three layers, the following transformation properties should be present for the CT: • Language: This is a multi valued attribute with values “C”, “C++”, “Java. The default for this is C. • Depending on the language property, the following attributes are applicable for each.
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o If Language is C,  Module Identifier.  Run time Location  Function Name. This is same as the existing stuff and no issues with backward compatibility here. o If the language is CPP,  Module Identifier  Run time Location  Class Name o If the language is Java,  Class Name. While creating the custom transformation, the user will be asked the question about the language used for developing this custom transformation in addition to the currently asked question about CT being active or passive. Based on what the user chooses, o The Language attribute will be set internally and will be shown grayed out in the properties tab for the CT. o Depending on the language, only some of the properties will be shown in the GUI in the properties tab of the designer. For example, if the user chooses his language as Java, then only the class name attribute will be shown and the other properties like Module Identifier and Run time location will be hidden from the user. When the CT developer registers a template for the CT in the repository, then all these properties will be set in the XML file used for registration. So keeping in tact with the current semantics for the module identifier, there should be a way to disable the Language/Class name attributes from the XML file itself.



2.1.4.2 Locating the Jar/Class files at run time Once the name of the class has been specified in the transformation properties, the next step is to locate this class at run time to load and run within the context of the server. We will follow the same mechanism as the Java SDK uses to locate the class files. The following rules are applied:
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o By specifying the CLASSPATH variable, either through VM options in the server configuration file or as an environment variable. When specified through VM options, this value will be appended to the environment variable. o By placing the jar file containing the classes in /lib/ext. This is standard JVM functionality. o By placing the jar file in the /bin/javalib directory. All the jar files in this directory will be added to the class path. There are also other attributes which are applicable for the Java CT like the JVM location, JVM options including the –D options, etc. These attributes are part of the pmsetup and the server configuration file and we will honor those variables here with the same behavior. 2.1.5 Generate Code option in the designer In the designer, we support an option for the Custom transformations to generate the stub code that the user can fill in his code. We support this for the C based CTs and the old style EPs. We will not provide this option for the Java based CTs for the following reasons: • Looking at the interfaces and generating derived classes is so trivial using most of the Java IDEs these days (Eclipse does a wonderful job at this) • If the user is so unwilling or so unknowledgeable in this regard, he always has a choice of using Java inline coding option. The java based CTs will not be shown in the generate code dialog under the transformations. 2.1.6 Metadata Interfaces The following interfaces need to be added as part of the repository Java SDK to provide access to the metadata information about the widget and the widget instance. 2.1.6.1
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This would be a wrapper around the C++ IMultiGroupExtProcWidget class. There is a name convention difference here and still we will use CT to make everything consistent with the external product behavior. We will follow the same convention as the repository Java SDK and not provide with the set* functions as it would be used only on the client side. public class ICTWidget extends IWidget { // Constructor. This should not be used as it is public by // implementation only. public ICTWidget(long peer, boolean readOnly) // enum class for group type public class EGroupType { public static final int eInput = 0; public static final int eOutput = 1; }; // enum class for transformation scope public class ETransformationScopeValue { public static final int eRow = 0; public static final int eTransaction =1; public static final int eAllInput =2; }; // enum class for output repeatable value public class EOutputRepeatableValue { public static final int eNever = 0; public static final int eInputOrder =1; public static final int eAlways = 2; }; // Gets "External Procedure" public String getObjectTypeName() // Gets the value of the init property with the given name public void getInitPropertyValue(String name, String value) // Gets the description of the init property with the given name public void getInitPropertyDescription(String name, String desc) // Get all init properties and saves them in initPropList. public void getInitProperties(List initPropList) throws SDKException // Get the current template ID for this widget public int getTemplateID() // Get the active state of the widget public boolean getActiveFlag()
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}



2.1.6.2 ICTWidgetInstance This would be a wrapper IMultiGroupExtProcWidgetInstance class.



around



the



C++



Again we will follow the same convention as the repository Java SDK and not provide with the set* functions as it would be used only on the client side. public class ICTWidgetInstance extends IWidgetInstance { // Constructor. This should not be used as it is public by // implementation only. public ICTWidgetInstance(long peer, boolean readOnly) // Gets "External Procedure Instance" public String getObjectTypeName() // Get the initialization property value corresponding to name via // value. public void getInitPropertyValue(String name, String value) // Get the initialization property description corresponding to // name via desc. public void getInitPropertyDescription(String name, String desc) // Get all init properties via initPropList public void getInitProperties(List initPropList) throws SDKException // Gets the template id for this transformation via templateId. public int getTemplateID() }



2.1.6.3 IWidget This will be a wrapper around the C++ IWidget class. We will follow the same convention as the repository Java SDK and not provide with the set* functions as it would be used only on the client side. package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.repository; public class IWidget extends ITable {
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/** Do not use--public by implementation only. */ public IWidget(long peer, boolean readOnly); /** Returns "Widget". */ public String getObjectTypeName(); /** Returns the attributes of the transformation via * fieldAttDefList. */ public List getFieldAttrDefList() throws SDKException; /** Returns the template id of the transformation * via templateId. This template ID comes from the registration file. */ public int getTemplateId() throws SDKException; // Returns whether the transformation is reusable. public boolean isReusable(); }



2.1.7 Runtime Interfaces This section talks about the details of the actual interfaces exposed to the plugins. This contains two categories like we do in the PowerConnect SDK. Interfaces that the plugin needs to implement which will all start with P and interfaces provided by PowerCenter framework for access to different levels of information, which start with I. All the new interfaces will be part of the following package: com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.server.ct. The following three interfaces have been added at C++ layer to provide block access to CTs. Correponding Java interfaces are also exposed, which will replace the IrdrBuffer and IWrtBuffer. • IInputBuffer • IoutputBuffer • IBufferInit



2.1.7.1
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This is the top-level class that the plugin needs to register in the class name parameter in the transformation properties and serves as an entry point for the CT code. This class provides methods for getting the plugin’s version and also to get the plugin’s module level driver. /* * @(#)PCTPlugin.java * */ package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.server.ct; import com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.SDKException; import com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.server.PPlugin; /** * Top level class that needs to be defined by the plugin. It implements the * static methods required to get the plugin's version and the plugin's module * level driver */ public abstract class PCTPlugin extends PPlugin { /** * If this method throws any kind of Throwable object or returns null * the framework will consider it as an initialization failure. * @return the created CT level plugin driver. */ public static PCTPluginDriver createPluginDriver() throws SDKException { return null; } }



2.1.7.2



PCTPluginDriver



This is the entry point for the CT at the mapping level. If there are multiple CTs in the mapping with the same class name attribute, then one instance of this object is created. The CT can do all the mapping level initializations here.



/* * @(#)PCTPluginDriver.java *
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*/ package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.server.ct; public abstract class PCTPluginDriver { /** * Initialize the plugin driver, exactly once per session, per server * process. */ public abstract void init(ISession pSession ,IPlugin plgIn, IUtilsServer pUtilsServer) throws SDKException;



/** * @param pIn identifies the transformation instance for this widget * @param pSessExtn identifies the transformation session extension if * the CT registers a template. Otherwise this could be null. * @return a new transformation instance driver */ public abstract PCTTransformationDriver createTransformationDriver(ICTWidgetInstance pIn, ISessionExtension pSessExtn) throws SDKException; /** * This signifies the end of the plugin's lifetime. The deinit * method on other objects such as procedure/transformation/partition * level drivers should have been already called. * @param isSessSuccessful informs if the session execution was * successful */ public abstract void deinit(boolean isSessSuccessful) throws SDKException; }



2.1.7.3



PCTTransformationDriver



/* * @(#)PCTTransformationDriver.java */ package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.server.ct; /** * There will be one instance of this class created for a * transformation instance present in the mapping. */ public abstract class PCTTransformationDriver { /** * Initialize the transformation driver. This will be done exactly
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* once for any given transformation instance object */ public abstract void init() throws SDKException; /** * @param partitionNo The partition number for which the driver should * be created. * @return a new partition level driver */ public abstract PCTPartitionDriver createPartitionDriver(int partitionNo) throws SDKException; /** * This signifies the end of the current transformation instance. The * deinit method on all the partition objects for this instance should * have been already called. * @param status the status of the session run. */ public abstract void deinit() throws SDKException; }



2.1.7.4



PCTPartitionDriver



This is the entry point for the CT at the partition level. This interface although currently mimics the C++ layer interfaces, we are planning to change the C++ layer interfaces to provide the block interface in which case, it will closely mimic the PowerConnect writer side partition level driver. Once those are resolved, similar changes would be made here.



/* * @(#)PCTPartitionDriver.java */ package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.server.ct; /** * The partition level driver for the custom transformation. */ public abstract class PCTPartitionDriver { /** * Initialize the partition driver. This will be done exactly * once per partition object instance for any given transformation * instance * @param inBufInit List of IBufferInit’s for input groups. * @param outBufInit List of IBufferInit’s for output groups. */
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public abstract void init(List inBufInit, List outBufInit) throws SDKException; /** * Framework calls this method when there is data available for a * given input group * @param IInputBuffer input buffer * TODO : This API should also take IGroup as parameter to associate * the input buffer with a particular group.(If there are more than * one group) This will be added once it is available in the C++ * layer. */ public abstract void execute(IInputBuffer inputBuf) throws SDKException; /** * Framework calls this method when there is NO more data for a given * input group * @param iGroup input group on which data has ended. */ public abstract void eofNotification(IGroup iGroup) throws SDKException; /** * This signifies the end of the current partition. * @param status the status of the session run. */ public abstract void deinit() throws SDKException; /** * Get output buffers * @returns the list of run time output buffers for this partition */ public List getOutputBuffers()



/** * User calls this method when it wants to notify the framework for a * transaction. * @param transType one of ETransactionType.COMMIT and * ETransactionType.ROLLBACK public void outputTransaction(int transType) throws SDKException /** * Framework calls this method when there is a transaction * notification. * @param transType one of ETransactionType.COMMIT and * ETransactionType.ROLLBACK */ public void inputTransaction(int transType) throws SDKException /** * Increment the error count for this transformation by nErrors * @param nErrors count to increment. * @Exception Throws exception if error threshold is reached. */
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public void incrementErrorCount(int nErrors) throws SDKException }



2.1.7.5



Multiple run time threads



When the CT is pumped data through multiple source pipelines, we can get the run time notification calls (like input row notification) from multiple threads. This enforces the user to write thread safe code in the run time notification calls. There is no clean way of initializing the run time thread specific code now. We need to address this from the C/C++ layer itself. This would be driven separately We would provide the same wrapper interfaces here. 2.1.7.6 IInputBuffer This class interface will depend on the C++ layer implementation and will mimic the same here. /* * @(#)IInputBuffer.java */ package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.server.ct; public final class IInputBuffer { /** * Constructor * @param peer C++ pointer to the peer instance of IInputBuffer */ public IInputBuffer(long peer) /** * Gets number of rows available for the plug-in to consume in the * current data block * @return the number of rows available for the plug-in to consume in * the current data block. public final int getNumRowsAvailable() /** * Returns the row type of a given row. * Returns ERowType.INVALID if the rowNo is out of range. * @param rowNo the row number in the current data block. * @return one of the constants defined in the ERowType */ public final int getRowType(int rowNo) /** * Return true if the column value for a particular row is NULL, false
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* otherwise * @param rowNo the row number in the current data block. * @return one of the constants defined in the ERowType */ public boolean isNull(int rowNo, int colNo) throws SDKException /** * Return the short data for specified row and colNo * @param rowNo the row number in the current data block. * @param colNo the column number index within the target * @return short data * * @exception SDKException */ public short getShort(int rowNo, int colNo) throws SDKException /** * Return the int data for specified row and colNo * @param rowNo the row number in the current data block. * @param colNo the column number index within the target * @return int data * @exception SDKException */ public int getInt(int rowNo, int colNo) throws SDKException /** * Return the long data for specified row and colNo * @param rowNo the row number in the current data block. * @param colNo the column number index within the target * @return long data * @exception SDKException */ public long getLong(int rowNo, int colNo) throws SDKException /** * Return the float data for specified row and colNo * @param rowNo the row number in the current data block. * @param colNo the column number index within the target * @return float data * * @exception SDKException */ public float getFloat(int rowNo, int colNo) throws SDKException /** * Return the double data for specified row and colNo * @param rowNo the row number in the current data block. * @param colNo the column number index within the target * @return double data * * @exception SDKException */ public double getDouble(int rowNo, int colNo) throws SDKException /** * Copies the string at the specified row and column into the given
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* string buffer. * Note: that the string is appended to the string buffer. It is the * caller responsibility to clear the buffer using setLength * method, if desired, while using the same string buffer object. * * @param rowNo the row number in the current data block. * @param colNo the column number index within the target. * @param sb the string buffer. * @return the number of characters copied to the string buffer * * @exception SDKException */ public int getStringBuffer(int rowNo, int colNo, StringBuffer sb) throws SDKException /** * Get the byte array (binary data) and length for specified row and * colNo * @param rowNo the row number within the data block * @param colNo the column number index within the target * @param buf the buffer where data will be copied * @return the number of bytes copied to the buffer * @exception SDKException */ public int getBytes(int rowNo, int colNo, byte[] buf) throws SDKException }



2.1.7.7



IoutputBuffer



This class interface will depend on the C++ layer implementation and will mimic the same here. package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.server; /** * IOutputBuffer class */ public final class IOutputBuffer { /** * * @param peer */ IOutputBuffer(long peer) /** * Copy the short data at the specified row for the specified * column. * * @param rowNo the row index
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* @param colNo the column number * @param data the data that need to be copied. * * @exception SDKException */ public final void setShort(int rowNo, int colNo, short data) throws SDKException /** * Copy the int data at the specified row for the specified * column. * * @param rowNo the row index * @param colNo the column number * @param data the data that need to be copied. * * @exception SDKException */ public final void setInt(int rowNo, int colNo, int data) throws SDKException /** * Copy the long data at the specified row for the specified * column. * * @param rowNo the row index * @param colNo the column number * @param data the data that need to be copied. * * @exception SDKException */ public final void setLong(int rowNo, int colNo, long data) throws SDKException /** * Copy the float data at the specified row for the specified * column. * * @param rowNo the row index * @param colNo the column number * @param data the data that need to be copied. * * @exception SDKException */ public final void setFloat(int rowNo, int colNo, float data) throws SDKException /** * Copy the double data at the specified row for the specified * column. * * @param rowNo the row index * @param colNo the column number * @param data the data that need to be copied. * * @exception SDKException */ public final void setDouble(int rowNo, int colNo, double data) throws SDKException /** * Copy the byte array (byte[]) data at the specified row for the
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* specified column. * * @param rowNo the row index * @param colNo the column number * @param data the data that need to be copied. * @param start starting location in byte array from where data will * be copied * @param len number of bytes that need to copied from byte array * * @exception SDKException */ public final void setBytes(int rowNo, int colNo, byte[] data, int start, int len) throws SDKException /** * Copy the String data at the specified row for the specified * column. * * @param rowNo the row index * @param colNo the column number * @param data the data that need to be copied. * * @exception SDKException */ public final void setString(int rowNo, int colNo, String data) throws SDKException /** * Set the specified col to null. * * @param rowNo the row index * @param colNo the column number * * @exception SDKException */ public final void setNull(int rowNo, int colNo) throws SDKException /** * This method should be called to flush the contents of the buffer * @param numOfRows number of rows to be flushed starting at index 0. */ public final void flush(int numOfRows) throws SDKException /** * This method should be called to flush the contents of the buffer * without any delay caused by buffering * @param numOfRows number of rows to be flushed starting at index 0. */ public final void flushRealTime(int numOfRows) throws SDKException /** * Set the row type of [startRowNum .. endRowNum] rows. Only * ERowType.INSERT, ERowType.DELETE, or ERowType.UPDATE are allowed. * * @param rowType one of the constants defined in ERowType. * @param startRowNum starting row number * @param endRowNum last row number */ public final void setRowType(int rowType, int startRowNum, int endRowNum) SDKException
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}



2.1.7.8



IbufferInit



package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.server; /** * IBufferInit class */ public class IBufferInit extends IObject{ /** * Constructor * @param peer C++ pointer to the peer instance of IBufInit * @param readOnly whether C++ object is read only */ public IBufferInit(long peer, boolean readOnly) /** * Get the group * @return group */ public IGroup getGroup() /** Get the max no of rows that the buffer can hold for a particular * group. * @return capacity */ public int getCapacity() /** * Bind a column to data type * @param colon column number * @param toDataType one of data types defined in IField.JDataType * @return return true if bind is successful, false otherwise */ public boolean bindColumnDataType(int colNo, int toDataType /* IField.JDataType */) }



2.2 New Exception Classes IinputBuffer and Ioutbut classes in the C++ layer report any errors using an enum EconversionStatus This enum has following possible values in case of error: • • • • RVCE
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To handle these error conditions on the Java layer, we have added one exception class corresponding to each one of these which are as given below.



2.2.1 InvalidRowColIndexException This class corresponds EconversionStatus



to



“eInvalidRowColIndex”



value



in



package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.server; /** * InvalidRowColIndexException class. This corresponds to * EConversionStatus.eInvalidRowColIndex */ public class InvalidRowColIndexException extends SDKException; /** * Constructor */ public InvalidRowColIndexException() ; }



2.2.2 DataTruncatedException This class corresponds to “eTruncated” value in EconversionStatus package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.server; /** * DataTruncatedException class. This corresponds to * EConversionStatus.eTruncated */ public class DataTruncatedException extends SDKException; /** * Constructor */ public DataTruncatedException() ; }
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2.2.3 ConversionFailedException This class corresponds to “eConversionError” value in EconversionStatus package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.server; /** * ConversionFailedException class. This corresponds to * EConversionStatus.eConversionError */ public class ConversionFailedException extends SDKException{ /** * Constructor */ public ConversionFailedException() ; }



2.2.4 UnsupportedConversionException This class corresponds EconversionStatus



to



“eUnSupportedConversion”



value



in



package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.server; /** * UnsupportedConversionException class. This corresponds to * EConversionStatus.eUnSupportedConversion */ public class UnsupportedConversionException extends SDKException; /** * Constructor */ public UnsupportedConversionException() ; }



2.3 Deprecating existing CT APIs The existing IrdrBuffer, IWrtBuffer and exception classes used by them will be deprecated. Plug-in writers now should use new IinputBuffer, IoutputBuffer, IBufferInit and associated exception classes instead of using IRdrBuffer and IWrtBuffer
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Chapter 3 Design Specifications 3.1 Design Overview The C++ CT SDK was not exposed till now. The C++ layer enhancements are not in the scope of this project. There might be some other changes required for enabling user to use the C++ SDK. We are not going to take that up as a part of this project. The design of Java CT involves server side changes, adding new classes for building the JNI and Java layer to provide user with the Java CT SDK. This document talks about building the shaded area (and minor changes on the server side) in the following figure.



Frame work (minor changes require d)



C++ Wrap per (No chang es)



J N I la ye r



Java CT SDK



J A V A C T



3.2 Modules server needs to loads For supporting the Java CT SDK we would introduce the jni layer having various interfaces corresponding to the ones in the C++ layer today and which would handle the corresponding interfaces on the Java layer. All these would be available as part of the new jni module named pmjctsdk. The server needs to load this new module corresponding to the JNI layer. RVCE
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The other modules that the framework has to load are pmjrwn and pmjrepn, which contains IUtilsServer, Ilog etc classes. These should get loaded as dependent libraries of pmjctsdk. For powerconnect javasdk the library’s name(pmjsdk) is hardcoded in TRepSessionExtension::getLibraryName and sdkmgr’s init method gets the library name and loads it. For Java CT we have two options for loading this dll • Hardcode the JNI dll name, pmjctsdk, in framework. • Specify this dll name (extension depending on OS) internally in the module identifier attribute on the client side, in case the language chosen is Java. The framework loads the module specified by the module identifier for all CT’s in mgepmodulemd’s init method. We have decided to go with the first option of hardcoding the dll name in the server because if we hardcode the dll name in the client, then when the object is export, this attribute will be seen in the exported XML file. Also we would be using the message catalogs as the ones used by Powerconnect SDK.



3.3 Invoking Java Methods Through C++ The JNI layer is going to be one C++ CT plugin, which is going to handle all the Java CT’s plugins. The JNI layer mostly involves calling Java functions from C++ code. Framework would give notifications to the C++ layer and corresponding Java functions would have to be invoked from there. But for some classes there can be calls from Java layer to C++ layer. The new classes that will be added can be categorized on this basis as follows C++ to Java JCTPlugin JCTPlugindriver JCTClassdriver JCTTransformation JCTPartition
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Java to C++ JCTInputBuffer JCTOutputBuffer The CT framework understands the classes PCTPluginDriver, PCTClassDriver etc and calls the methods in these as and when required. For the Java CT SDK we should have a JNI layer which has classes corresponding to the ones the framework understands so that we can call the Java functions from there on. Besides these classes the CT framework expects the JNI layer to provide two C functions (CTCreatePluginDriver & CTGetPluginVersion) which would be invoked one time to get the CT plugin’s module and the CT plugin’s version. Once the framework gets this module it starts making calls on the plugin module. The framework calls these C functions for the existing C++ layer also. For the Java CT SDK, we will have to make one change in the framework. We will have to check the language attribute of the CT. In case the language specified is Java then the signature of the C Api will change slightly. The CTGetPluginVersion & CTCreatePluginDriver would take the classname and IUtilsServer as extra parameters now. This is similar to the CTGetPluginVersion & CTCreatePluginDriver signature in PowerConnectSDK in case it is a Java plugin. The CT framework first calls the CTGetPluginVersion. The new signature will be CTGetPluginVersion(const IVersion* sdkVersion, IVersion* plgVersion, const char** pDescription, const char* className, IUtilsServer* )



We would get an instance of the JVM here for the first and only time. This method would make a JNI call on PPlugin class to get the plugin’s version and check for compatibility as is done in powerconnect SDK. If this is successful then the framework would call CTCreatePluginDriver. This
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would in turn call the Java layer createPluginDiver method. The new signature for the Java CT, which the framework has to call is PPluginDriver* IUtilsServer* );



CTCreatePluginDriver(const



char*



classname,



Following JNI classes need to be added that are derived from the C++ CT SDK hierarchy. •



JCTPlugindriver PCTPluginDriver



JCTPluginDriver



•



JCTClassDriver PCTClassDriver



JCTClassDriver



•



JCTTransformation PCTTransformationDriver



JCTTransformationDriver
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JCTPartition



•



PCTPartitionDriver



JCTPartitionDriver



JCTInputBuffer JCTOutputBuffer



• •



These classes would have methods to call the java functions from within. The primary things that all of these would do is • Get java method ids for the corresponding java methods. • Generate global reference for java classes as well as java objects (if required) • Cache the global references to call java functions on them. One way to get the global references for java classes and objects is as shown below. clsLocalRef = env->FindClass(plgClassName); if (clsLocalRef == NULL) { m_pLog->logMsg( m_pMsgCatalog, ILog::EMsgError, MSG_CMN_CANNT_GET_OBJECT_CLASS, IUString(plgClassName).getBuffer()); CHECK_TRACING(env); return IFAILURE;
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} m_clsPlugin = (jclass)env->NewGlobalRef(clsLocalRef); env->DeleteLocalRef(clsLocalRef); … //Calling the java method m_midCreatePlugInDrv = env->GetStaticMethodID(m_clsPlugin, "createPluginDriver", "()Lcom/informatica/powercenter/sdk/server/CT/PCTPluginDriver;"); … jobjeCT localObjRef = env->CallStaticObjeCTMethod(m_clsPlugin, m_midCreatePlugInDrv, NULL);



3.3.1 Message Logging The framework passes all information about the session via a pointer to ISession & IUtilsServer in JCTPlugin’s init method. The classes ISession and IUtilsServer are already exposed as a part of Powerconnect SDK. The framework will load the module having these classes. Hence we will get all these for free. In the JNI layer this information can be stored in the JCTPlugin class. All the JNI classes can log messages using the log and the message catalog. All classes would store reference to the class one above them in the hierarchy and would access and initialize the log, msgCatalog, utilServer etc by calling the appropriate functions from the class above them. 3.3.2 Exceptions handling On the JNI side exceptions can be handled using the following JNI methods: ExceptionOccurred(); env->ExceptionCheck(); env->ExceptionDescribe(); env->ExceptionClear();
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javasdk uses handleJNIException and CHECK_TRACING for exception handling. This can be reused in the JNI layer. After every JNI call we must ensure that we have checked if there is an uncleared exception and handle it or clear it otherwise the behavior of the JVM is unpredictable.



3.3.3. Threads And Attaching JVM Any thread that wants to make a JNI call should be attached to JVM prior to making the call. Also every thread that is attached to the JVM should be detached from the JVM too. For all interfaces ideally we should make the attach and detach calls in the init and deinit method for the interface respectively provided the framework guarantees that the same thread will call all methods in one particular interface. For partition interface we were not sure earlier what support the CT framework would provide and so were afraid that we might have to handle attaching and detaching threads at runtime calls like inputRowNotification. This was not desirable though as attach/detach calls are very expensive calls and should be used only where necessary. The server framework is going to ensure (in Zeus release) that all methods for partition interface will be called from the same thread. ie, For every partition, init, execute and deinit are called from the same thread. So now we can safely attach the thread to JVM only once in init for every interface and detach it in the corresponding deinit.



3.3.4 Caching of method ids Making JNI calls is a heavy operation. To minimize the number of jni calls we can cache the class reference and method ids in every interface. These would be initialized in the init method of every interface and then cached. This is similar to the way powerconnect SDK handles the class references.
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3.3.5 Interfaces for invoking Java methods from C++ 3.3.5.1



JCTPluginDriver



This class is the top-level class in CT framework and corresponds to the module level in the C level. An instance of this class would be returned to the framework to start making calls on the plugin’s module. The public methods of this class are Init • This is the first method that gets called by the framework in the CT SDK hierarchy. Hence here we will get an instance of JVM and attach the current thread to JVM • Also this will get the global reference for PCTPlugin interface’s implementation class (Classname would be initialized in the constructor when it gets called from MgepCreateModule) and store the method Ids for all methods to be called from PCTPlugin interface • call PCTPlugin’s init and pass the session information and utils Server to the Java layer. Deinit • This method would be the last one called from this interface which has to make any JNI calls hence it would invoke the corresponding PCTPlugin’s deinit and free/delete all the global references here. Then detach the current thread from the JVM. CreateClassDriver • The thread calling this method should be the same as the one which called init so it should be already attached to the JVM. We can directly invoke the corresponding java method. DestroyClassDriver(PCTClassDriver * pClassdriver); • .This is the last method called on this class. All it does is destroy the class driver.
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class JCTPluginDriver : public PPlginDriver { public: const IUtilsServer* getUtilsServer() const { return m_pUtilsSrv; } const IMsgCatalog* getMsgCatalog() const { return m_pMsgCatalog; } const ILog* getLog() const { return m_pLog; } JCTPlugin(jobject); virtual ~JCTPlugin(); PCTClassDriver* createClassDriver( const ICHAR* classname); Void destroyClassDriver(PCTClassDriver * pClassdriver); ISTATUS init(const ISession* /* pSession */, const IUtilsServer* /* pUtilsServer */); ISTATUS deinit(); };



3.3.5.2



JCTClassdriver



This class corresponds to the PMGEPProcedure level in C++ CT SDK and the PluginDriver in Powerconnect SDK. It has the following public methods. There is no class corresponding to this one in the Java layer.



Init() This is the first method that the framework calls in this class. So we need to attach the thread to the JVM here, get the global reference and initialize the method ids. All the plugin driver level initializations can be done here. Deinit() This method would be the last one called from the framework on this interface which has to make any JNI calls hence it would invoke the corresponding java plugin driver’s deinit and then detach the current thread from the JVM CreateTransformationDriver () The thread calling this method should be the same as the one called init so it should be already attached to the JVM. We can directly invoke the corresponding java method and get the java object for the JCTTransformation. We would pass the metadata information here to the Java layer in the form of object of ICTWidgetInstance. RVCE
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DestroyTransformationDriver () This is the last method called on this interface. It is required to just destroy the driver in the JNI layer. Java would handle memory in its own way and hence there is no corresponding method in the Java layer.



class JCTClassDriver : public PCTClassDriver { public: JCTPlugindriver(jobjeCT, jCTPlugin *); virtual ~ JCTPlugindriver (); // Get the plugin JCTPlugin* getPlugin() { return m_pCTPlugin; } PCTTransformationDriver* createTransformation(const IMultiGroupExtProcWidgetInstance* pInstance); ISTATUS init(); ISTATUS deinit(); Void destroytransformationDriver(PCTClassTransformation * pTrans); //Get the utilsserver const IUtilsServer* getUtilsServer() const { return m_pUtilsSrv; } //Get the message catalog const IMsgCatalog* getMsgCatalog() const { return m_pMsgCatalog; } //Get the log const ILog* getLog() const { return m_pLog; } };



3.3.5.3



JCTTransformation



This class corresponds to the PCTransformationDriver in the C++ SDK. This class has the following methods. Init All the transformation level initializations can be done here. Also attach the thread to JVM here as this is going to be the first call from framework for this class. Store the method ids and the class, object reference.
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CreatePartitionDriver One transformation can handle many partitions. Hence give the partition number while creating the partition. Invoke the corresponding Java layer method. Deinit Deinitialize the class references. Detach the thread from the JVM DestroyPartitionDriver Destroys the partition driver. class JCTTransformationDriver : public PCTTransformationDriver { public: JCTTransformation (jobject, JCTPlugindriver *); JCTTransformation (const IMultiGroupExtProcWidgetInstance* pInstance); virtual ~ JCTTransformation (); PMgepPartition* createPartitionDriver(IUINT32 partitionNo); void destroyPartitionDriver(PCTPartitionDriver * pPartDriver); ISTATUS init() {return ISUCCESS; } ISTATUS deinit(ISTATUS status=ISUCCESS



) {return ISUCCESS; }



JCTPlugindriver * getplugindriver() { return m_ jCTplugindriver ; } const IUtilsServer* getUtilsServer() const { return m_pUtilsSrv; } const IMsgCatalog* getMsgCatalog() const { return m_pMsgCatalog; } const ILog* getLog() const { return m_pLog; } };



3.3.5.4



JCTPartition



This class corresponds to the PCTPartitionDriver level in C++ CT SDK. This class gets all the run time notifications from the framework like notification about getting input, to abort or stop etc. As mentioned in section 3.3 the CT framework is going to guarantee that the same thread will call all the methods of this class hence we would handle the RVCE
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attaching thread to JVM and detaching the thread from JVM in the init and deinit methods of this interface. This class has the following public methods. Init If there are some optimizations based on the metadata caching we can do those initializations here and pass it to Java layer. As this is the first method called in this class we need to attach the thread to JVM here. Get the global reference and initialize the method ids. Call the corresponding init from the java layer. Execute The execute method gets a pointer to IInputBuffer. The thread is already attached to JVM so we directly call the corresponding execute in the Java layer. The user would have to access IOutputBuffer to set in data. When the user needs the output groups in execute in the Java layer we would go back to the JNI layer and get the outputBuffers. Caching For metadata we will be in sync with powerconnect SDK and do what it does for the standard interfaces like ISource, ITarget etc. For runtime data Powerconnect SDK behaves differently at the reader and writer sides. Buffering is done on the writer side for powerconnect SDK whereas on reader side we make direct JNI calls every time the plugin calls setData() method to set the data directly on the C++ layer buffers. The reason for this difference was that the buffering did not yield much benefit in the reader side according to the benchmark tests. We are not going to do buffering on reader or writer side for the Java CT. The reason being we have not done any benchmark tests so we are not sure whether buffering would give us any significant performance improvements.
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EofNotification Call the corresponding Java method. This signifies that there is no more data on a particular group. User can then take appropriate actions. InputTransaction For commit or rollback Deinit This is last method called in this class. Detach the thread from JVM. class JCTPartitionDriver : public PCTPartitionDriver { public: JCTPartition (JCTTransformationDriver *); virtual ~ JCTPartition (); ISTATUS init(IBufferInit* bufInit); ISTATUS deinit(); INFA_ROWSTATUS execute(const IInputBuffer* pIpGroup); ISTATUS eofNotification(const IGroup* /*pIpGroup*/) { return ISUCCESS; } ISTATUS inputTransaction(ETransacionType transType) { return ISUCCESS; } JCTTransformation * getTransformation () { return m_ jCTtransformation } const IUtilsServer* getUtilsServer() const { return m_pUtilsSrv; } const IMsgCatalog* getMsgCatalog() const { return m_pMsgCatalog; } const ILog* getLog() const { return m_pLog; } };



3.3.5.5



JCTInputBuffer



JCTInputBuffer can just have a reference to the input buffer so that whenever there is a call from Java layer to getData it can just call the appropriate method on IInputBuffer and get the data. The class does not need to store the field info as in Powerconnect SDK as any conversions are going to be taken care of implicitly.
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JCTInputBufffer { IInputBuffer * m_inputBuffer; }



3.3.5.6



JCTOutputBuffer



JCTOutputBuffer will just have a reference to the output buffer so that whenever there is a call from Java layer to setData it can just call the appropriate method on IOutputBuffer and set the data. The class does not need to store the field info as in Powerconnect SDK as any conversions are going to be taken care of implicitly.



JCTOutputBuffer { IOutputBuffer * m_outputBuffer; }



3.4 SERVER SIDE CHANGES 1. Load the JNI dll for Java CT : As explained in the 2 section earlier. 2. If language chosen is java then pass classname to the JNI layer. 3. Call the new GetVersion method from the JNI layer to get the plugin version and check for compatibility. The MgepGetVersion would take classname as an additional paramter. IUtilsServer ? // Don’t know whether the IUtilsServer is required here ? MgepGetVersion(const IVersion* sdkVersion, IVersion* plgVersion, const char** pDescription, const char* className); RVCE
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4. Get the PluginDriver. CreatePluginDriver(classname);



3.5 JAVA SIDE WRAPPERS All these interfaces would be part of the package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.server.ct and would be shipped as pmserversdk.jar. The CT developers would have to write implementation classes derived from the Java CT SDK interfaces. The PPlugin class has one additional method to get CT plugin’s version and make compatibility checks.



3.5.1 Designing Metadata Interfaces The following new Interfaces need to be exposed in the JavaSDK layer, which are IWidget ICTWidget ICTWidgetInstance These will be a part of the repository sdk. IBufferInit needs to be exposed in the Java layer as well but this will be part for server/ct sdk. File names and Directory Structure for new interfaces. We will have to add three files per interface to expose the C++ interface in the Java Layer. This is in sync with the method to add new wrappers in javasdk. Java file providing class definition C/C++ header file declaring the native methods C/C++ file that implements all the logic using JNI
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The filenames will be same as the corresponding C++ SDK files except that the initial 'i' in those names are replaced by 'n' for JNI native method implementations for instance we will have a nwidget.cpp for IWidget. The Java class names are same as the C++ class names. Header file will have same name as the java file name with .h or hpp as extension. The header file will be generated using the javah tool. The implementation details would be kept similar to the existing JNI implementations for Javasdk.



3.5.1.1



IbufferInit



IBufferInit will be a wrapper on the existing C++ interface IBufferInit. To expose this interface in the Java layer we will have three files nBufferInit.cpp, IBufferInit.hpp, IBufferInit.java. The java interface for the same is as shown below. We will have to modify this when the change in C++ layer is done for the same to take an array of groups.
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/* * @(#)IBufferInit.java * */ package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.repository; import com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.repository.*; import com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.SDKException; public class IBufferInit { public: … //returns the maximum num of rows that the input/output buffers can //hold. IUINT32 getCapacity(); //colNum is the index in the group. //This can be called only once for each of the columns //columns, else it will result in failure. ISTATUS bindColumnDataType(IGroup pGroup, IUINT32 colNum, ECDataType toDataType); //Native methods private native _getCapacity(long peer); private native _bindColumnDataType(long peer, IGroup, IUINT32, ECDataType ); }



3.5.1.2



Iwidget



IWidget will be a wrapper on the existing C++ interface IWidget. . To expose this interface in the Java layer we will have three files nWidget.cpp, IWidget.hpp, IWidget.java. The java interface for the same is as shown below
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/* * @(#)IWidget.java */ package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.repository; import java.util.*; import com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.repository.*; import com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.SDKException; import com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.SDKMessage; public class IWidget extends ITable { public IWidget(); /** Returns "Widget". */ public IUString getObjectTypeName(); /** Returns eWIDGET. */ public IObject::EObjectType getObjectType(); /** Returns the fields of the transformation via fieldList. */ public ISTATUS getFieldList(IVector fieldList);



/** Returns the attributes of the transformation via fieldAttDefList. */ public ISTATUS getFieldAttrDefList( IVector fieldAttDefList); /** Returns the template id of the transformation via templateId. This template ID comes from the registration file. */ public ISTATUS getTemplateId(IUINT32 &templateId) const; /** Returns whether the transformation is reusable. */ public IBOOLEAN isReusable(); /native method definitions. private native String _getObjectTypeName(long peer); private native int _getObjectType(long peer); private native String _getFieldList(long peer, IVector); private native String _getFieldAttrDefList(long peer, IVector); private native String _getTemplateId(long peer, IUINT32); private native boolean _isReusable(long peer); }
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ICTWidget



ICTWidget will be derived from IWidget. To expose this interface in the Java layer we will have three files nCTWidget.cpp, ICTWidget.hpp, ICTWidget.java. The java interface for the same is as shown below /* * @(#)ICTWidget.java * */ package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.repository; import java.util.*; import com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.SDKException; import com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.SDKMessage; public class ICTWidget extends IWidget { public ICTWidget(void* pWidget); // Returns "External Procedure" public IUString getObjectTypeName(); // Returns IObject::eEXTPROC public IObject::EObjectType getObjectType(); // Gets the value of the init property with the given name public ISTATUS getInitPropertyValue(const IUString name, IUString value) const; // Gets the description of the init property with the given name public ISTATUS getInitPropertyDescription(const IUString name, IUString desc); // Returns all init properties and saves them in initPropList. public ISTATUS getInitProperties(IVector initPropList); // Get the current template ID for this widget public ISTATUS getTemplateID(IUINT32 templateID); // Get the active state of the widget public ISTATUS getActiveFlag(IBOOLEAN bActive); }
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// native methods private native IUString getObjectTypeName(long peer); private native IObject::EObjectType getObjectType(long peer); private native ISTATUS getInitPropertyValue(long peer, const IUString name, IUString value); private native getInitPropertyDescription(long peer, const IUString name, IUString value); private native getInitProperties(long peer, IVector); private native getTemplateID(long peer, IUINT32); private native getActiveFlag(long peer, IBOOLEAN);



3.5.1.4



ICTWidgetInstance



ICTWidgetInstance will be derived from IWidgetInstance To expose this interface in the Java layer we will have three new files nICTWidgetInstance.cpp, ICTWidgetInstance.hpp, ICTWidgetInstance.java added. The java interface for the same is as shown below
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/* * @(#)ICTWidgetIsntance.java */ package com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.repository; import java.util.*; import com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.SDKException; import com.informatica.powercenter.sdk.SDKMessage; public class ICTWidgetInstance extends IWidgetInstance { /** * Constructor. * @param peer peer object * @param readOnly flag to indicate if the object is read only */ public ICTWidgetInstance() {} /** Returns "External Procedure Instance". */ public IUString getObjectTypeName(); /** Returns eEXTPROCINSTANCE. */ public IObject::EObjectType getObjectType(); /** Returns the initialization property value corresponding to name via value. */ public ISTATUS getInitPropertyValue(const IUString& name, IUString& value); /** Returns the initialization property description corresponding to name via desc. */ public ISTATUS getInitPropertyDescription(const IUString me, IUString desc); /** Returns all init properties via initPropList. */ public ISTATUS getInitProperties(IVector nitPropList); /** Returns the template id for this transformation via templateId. */ public ISTATUS getTemplateID(IUINT32 templateID); //Native methods private native ISTATUS getObjectType(long peer); private native ISTATUS getObjectTypeName(long peer); private native ISTATUS getInitPropertyDescription (long peer, IUString, IUString); private native ISTATUS getInitPropertyValue (long peer); private native ISTATUS getInitProperties (long peer, IVector); private native ISTATUS getTemplateID(long peer, IUINT32); }
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Logging ISession and IUtilsServer are required for logging messages in the session log. Both of these are given as part of the Plugin Driver’s init. It is upto the user if he wants to cache it there or not. User has to create his own message catalog. All the other interfaces required for logging are already exposed thru javasdk that can be used as it is. Exception handling Javasdk has SDKException, which is available through Java CT SDK also.



3.6 CLIENT SIDE UI & TEMPLATE GENERATION 3.6.1 Choosing language for CT The active passive dialogue box needs to be modified to have another question about the language the CT would be written in (Options being C, C++ or Java). We can add a combo box for the same. The default value would be C. The new dialogue box would look like the following.
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The class for this dialog box is DCreateMGEPDlg and the resource id is IDD_DES_MGEP_ACTIVEPASSIVE. Combo box “Please choose the programming language” would have three options C, C++ and Java. The default selection would be C. We would set the attribute language in the DMGExternalProcInstance here depending on what is the chosen language. This cannot be changed later.



3.6.2 Generate code for CT It was decided that we won’t be generating stub code for the Java CT’s which are created thru designer because there are many Java IDE’s available today which generate derived classes looking at the interfaces. The generate code option in the designer for transformations would now list down all the CT’s as of now. We need to change that such that the Java CT’s won’t be listed down.



3.6.3 Template Upgrade We need to expose the two new attributes, language and classname as part of the template attributes. These should be added so that all the customized CT’s would now have the classname and language available and they can set it in their XML. For eg all union transformations that get created via designer would already have the language set as C. We need to modify and add the two attributes in g_allowedTemplateAttrs as shown below.



{ TRepTemplate::kWIDGET_TEMPLATE, TMGEPDefines::LANGUAGE, 0, "Language", { { NULL, 0 } } }, … { TRepTemplate::kWIDGET_TEMPLATE, TMGEPDefines::CLASSNAME, 0, "Class Name", { { NULL, 0 } } },
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3.6.4 Validation For validations on client side we won’t be exposing anything as part of the Java CT.



3.7 DEPENDENCIES • Dependency on the framework support regarding the Threads issue in JNI. • Dependency on the enhancements in C++ wrappers and the new interfaces for input output groups.
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Chapter 4 INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT



4.1 Java Transformation (JTX) JTX is a PowerCenter transformation that allows the user to enter java code inline in Transformation Editor. JTX provides the user with the following JTX specific functionality. • A simple and easy to use framework for a novice/advanced java developer to enter the code providing the subject JTX’s functionality. • The user will be provided with capability to write code from a very simple functionality moderately complex functionality. This is explained in a later section. • The designer will compile the code entered and the resulting binaries will be used during the session run whose mapping uses the subject JTX. With the notion of providing the users with the ability to write a new and simple custom transformation for achieving their functionality, the Java Transformation will be limited to have the following generic PowerCenter functionality. • JTX will be implemented using Java CT API framework. • JTX can be either active or passive transformation. o An active transformation will have the limitations as any regular active custom transformation. o Similarly, a passive transformation will have the limitations as any regular passive custom transformation. • There can only be one input group and one output group for JTX transformation. The user can add any number of ports to these groups.



4.2 External Software Requirements
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• On the machine running PowerCenter Designer, the user has to install a Java SDK version. • On the machine running PowerCenter Server, the user has to install at least one Java Runtime Environment. There is no need for Java SDK on this machine. However, the JVM on the PowerCenter Server machine should be a version that is either same or a later version to the of the JVM used on the PowerCenter Client machine. • If the JTX transformation uses a class defined in a package other than the standard java language packages, then the class path should contain these packages in it on both PowerCenter designer client and PowerCenter server machines. Sun and IBM JDK/JRE version 1.4 will be supported. Note: JVM versions must be the same as for all Java SDK packages



4.3 CLIENT FUNCTIONALITY In the PowerCenter client tool, either a mapping designer/transformation developer, the typical steps involved for using a JTX can be explained as follows. 1) Creating a JTX 2) Editing a JTX. a. Enter the code to achieve the needed functionality b. Compile the code and fix the code if needed in case of compilation error. 3) Saving the JTX transformation 4) And using it in a PowerCenter mapping. The rest of this chapter explains various client related functionalities.



JVM Configuration User entered java code will be compiled using out of process compilation. The code is compiled out-of-process using javac.exe provided with standard JDK.
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Before editing a JTX Transformation, the user has to provide the designer with JAVA_HOME (for e.g. C:\jdk1.4.2\bin) location by setting the JAVA_HOME environment variable.



Creating a Java Transformation The user will be allowed to create a JTX transformation either in Transformation Developer/Mapping designer. Similar to any other custom transformation, the transformation creation functionality will be provided through a tool bar button1. When the user clicks on the button, PowerCenter designer will launch a dialog box asking the user for the type of transformation being an active transformation or a passive transformation. Once the user selects the type of transformation, the designer will create a transformation with no input/output ports in it.



Editing a JTX Most of the JTX functionality revolves around the JTX Transformation editor. The user will be provided the following generic PowerCenter tabs in JTX editor. • Transformation- same as existing custom transformation editor • Ports- same as existing custom transformation editor. The user can add the ports like any other native transformation. However, the user can have one input group and one out put group only. • Properties – same as existing custom transformation editor In addition to the tabs mentioned above, the user will be provided with a new JTX specific tab called “Java Code”. This tab will provide the UI needed for the user to • Enter java code either manually providing the subject transformation’s functionality. • Compile the java code. • Fix the compilation errors in the java code. More detailed functionality of this tab is explained in the following section.



Java Code



1



For simplicity, the appearance/look of the button is ignored for now.
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In this tab, the user can add his/her own code providing the functionality needed. The appearance of this tab is as shown below.



This tab provides the UI that allows the user to enter the java code split into small code snippets. Code Snippet: A Code snippet is a few lines of java code that will be executed when an event represented by the subject code snippet happens. The user can enter the code for the code snippets that have to be executed in PowerCenter session’s run time. Code Snippet Editor: In the tab shown above, there is an entry point for code for code snippets discussed above. This code snippet editor will provide Java Language syntax highlighting for the code entered by the user. The UI will provide the user with one code entry section for each code snippet with the help of tabs as shown in the diagram above. The code snippets that can be provided by the user are as follows. RVCE
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• Imports—This is where the user can enter the java packages that have to be imported. • On Input Row - The user can enter the code snippets that provide the functionality when an input row is received by the transformation. • On End of Data —The user can enter the code that provides the functionality needed when the end of data is received. • On Transaction —The user can enter the code that provides the functionality needed when a transaction is received. • Helper Code – The user can enter one or more of the following here: o



o o



Static code/variables — The code (with-in static block) that will be executed when the class is loaded first. In addition, the user can also enter the static variables that can be used by other code snippets. Instance Variables— Partition level member variables, which can be used in any of the code snippets and user-defined methods. User defined Methods — User defined methods that can be called by other code snippets except import code.



For all of the code snippets, the user will be provided with a helping tree on the left hand side with a tree structure as shown below. Input Ports )> )> …. OutputPorts )> )> …. Callable APIs GenerateRow Commit RollBack …. • Input Ports—This node will list out all the input ports defined for the Java Transformation. When the user double clicks on any of the input ports, the input port will be inserted in the code snippet area.
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• Output Ports—This node will list out all the Output ports defined for the Java Transformation. When the user double clicks on any of the output ports, the output port will be inserted in the code snippet area. • Callable APIs—This node will list out all the APIs available for the user to insert in the currently selected code snippet section. Depending on the Java Transformation being active or passive, there might be some APIs that the user should not be called in his code snippet. For example generateRow() can only be called by active Java Transformations. In such cases, the node representing the API will be disabled. The following table provides more explanation about each of the code snippet. Parts/snippet Description Sample entry OnInputRow • This code gets executed out1 = myTxAdd (in1, in2); once per each input row. • Here the user can call user- //out1 is output column defined methods and name instance variables entered in //in1 is input column “Helper Code” explained in name a later section. In addition, //in2 is input column the user can also call the name. APIs provided in the section Error! Reference source not found.. • This is the only place where data for input column is available. • This is the only place where input ports are available. In other words, this is the only place where the user can assume that the variable representing an input column are available. • The variables representing the input columns will not be available out side this code snippet area. In affect, they
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should be treated like local const variables. • Modifications done to the input variables when a row is received will be lost and will have no affect when the next input row is received. • Here, the user cannot declare variables with the name that is equivalent any of the transformation’s input or output port names. • This is the place where the import java.io.*; user can specify java packages to be imported. • No variables and no methods should be declared here. // static variables Static code/variables: static int errorThreshold; boolean • This is the place where the static user can specify his static isSessionRequestedtoStop variables that can be used = false; any where in the code snippets other than the // static block static imports section. • The user can declare static { // read content from a code in a static block in this file section. // once • In case of reusable transformation, the static } variables are shared across all the instances of that java transformation in the mapping per process of session. • Similarly, in case of partitions, the static variables are shared across all partitions. Also this static
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code will be shared across all the instances of a reusable transformation in the mapping. • The user has to take care of accessing/modifying these static variables in a multi-threaded environment. • These static variables can be referred in any of the code snippets except “imports”. • One possible use case of this Code Snippet is to have a variable for storing error threshold. • This gets executed before any of the code in other code snippets is executed. Instance Variables:



int myTXInput



• This place where the user can specify variables that can be used any where in the code snippets other than the “imports”. • The user should declare the variables with a prefix to avoid future conflicts. For e.g “int myTXInput” • There will be one instance of this variable per instance per partition. • One possible use case of this Code Snippet is to have a variable for storing aggregated values or state across multiple rows. RVCE
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across multiple rows. • If the user added any member that is not a primitive data type, then the user should write the initialization or creating these member variables before using them. User Methods: • The user can add his/her int myTXAdd (int x,int y) own APIs here. • The user should declare { return x+y; the variables with a prefix to avoid possible future } conflicts. For e.g “int myTXAdd()” • Input variables will not be available here. The user can access member variables, output variables and locally declared variables. • One possible use case of this Code Snippet is to have user defined methods that are called from different code snippets. OnTransact
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• Gets called when the Commit (); transformation’s transaction scope is “Transact” and commit is received by the active JTX transformation. • This code snippet entry will not be visible, if the transformation is passive. • One possible use case of this Code Snippet is to raise commits or generate an
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•



OnEndOfData • •



•



•



•



output row when a transaction is received. Input variables will not be available here. The user can access member variables, output variables and locally declared variables. Gets called when end of data GenerateRow() Commit(); is reached. One possible use case of this Code Snippet is to raise commits or generate an output row when a transaction is received. Input variables will not be available here. The user can access member variables and locally declared variables. In case of active transformations, output variables can be set in OneEndOfData In case of passive transformations, output variables should not be set in OneEndOfData. If user will set output variables here, then that will be of no effect.



4.4 Working with JTX



4.4.1 Passive JTX In passive JTX, the code entered by the user will be executed once per each row. Once the code is executed for a given row, the JTX will automatically generate an output row. If the user has to mark a column as NULL, then he has to call the API setNull(). Otherwise, what ever is the value available for the variable representing the output column will be used as output row.
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4.4.2 Active JTX In active JTX, similar to Passive JTX, the code entered by the user will be executed once per each row. However, the active JTX will not automatically generate an output row. Instead the user has to call generateRow () API. If the user has to mark a column as NULL, then he has to call the API setNull(). Otherwise, what ever is the value available for the variable representing the output column will be used as data for the corresponding out put column in the output row.



4.4.3 Accessing the input data and setting the output data The JTX Transformation will execute the user’s code once per each row. The code entered in “OnInputRow” code snippet will be executed by JTX per each input row. This is the only place where the user can access the input row data. For passive transformation this is the only place the transformation can set the output row data. The user can access the input columns data as if it is a local variable by directly using the name of the column as the name of the variable. For example, if the column name is “incolumn”, then the user can access this columns data by referring as a variable with the name “incolumn”. Similarly is the case with output row.



4.4.4 Default values for input ports If an input port is not connected, then the default value provided for that input port will be used as the data when input port variable corresponding to that column will be accessed. If there is no default value provided, then input port variable will be initialized to zero and NULL for simple and complex data types respectively Rules for initializing input port variables (when port is not connected) to default value are as follows: 1. Simple data type input port a. If user has provided a default value for a port, initialize the port variable to this default value b. Else, initialize the port variable to 0 (zero value) 2. Complex data type input port (i.e., String or byte[]) a. If user has provided a default value for a port RVCE
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i.



If data type is String, initialize the port variable to a new String object with content as the default value ii. If data type is byte[], initialize the port variable to a new byte[] object with content as the given default value b. Else, initialize the port variable to null. User will get a runtime “NullPointerException” on accessing a complex data type input port



4.4.5 Default values for output ports If an output column is not projected, then data corresponding to this column will not be set. If an output column is projected but the user did not set the output data for a given column, then the default value provided for that output port will be used as the data for the row being generated when the user calls generateRow() API. If there is no default value provided, then output port variable will be initialized to zero for simple data types and indicator will be set to NULL for complex data types. Rules for initializing output port variables to default value are as follows: 1. Simple data type output port: If user has provided the default value for a given column, then initialize the output variable corresponding to that column to given default value else initialize output variable to zero. 2. Complex data type output port: a. If user has set the output data for a given column, then default value will not be used b. If user did not set the output data for a given column i. If user has provided a default value for a port 1. If data type is String, initialize the port variable to a new String object with content as the default value 2. If data type is byte[], initialize the port variable to a new byte[] object with content as the given default value ii. Else, set the indicator to null
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4.4.6 Default values for IO ports IO ports will be treated as pass-through ports by default. If user has not set any value for an IO port, its output value will be same as input value. Input value of an IO port is initialized using default values just like an input port (section 5.4.4). If an IO port is not projected, then data corresponding to this column will not be set. However if an IO port is projected, then its output data will be taken using following rules: 1. If user has set some data for IO port variable, then this will be used as data while generating output row. 2. If user did not set data for IO port variable a. If input value is initialized then same value will be used as output value while generating output row. b. Else, output value will be set to 0 (zero value) in case of simple data types and indicator will be set to NULL in case of complex data types.



4.4.7 Data type mapping In the user code, the user will see a column variable type being one of the primitive java types, String or byte[] .The data type mapping will follow the Java CT guidelines for its data mapping. The table below shows the data type mapping for a Java Transform user. S.No. Powermart data type



Java Transform data type



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



String String Byte[] int double double double long (number of milliseconds since January 1, 1970 00:00:00.000 GMT)
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4.5 APIs callable in JTX Transformation’s Code



GenerateRow() Description: This will generate an output row. Where can it be used: Can be called in Active JTX only. Otherwise, the user will get run time error. There will not be any design time error reported to the user in JTX Editor.



Commit () Description: This will generate a transaction. Where can it be used: Can be called in Active JTX only. This API can only be called by JTXs whose Generate Transaction property is set to true. Otherwise, the user will get run time error. There will not be any design time error reported to the user.



RollBack() Description: This will generate a roll back. Where can it be used: Can be called in Active JTX only. This API can only be called by JTXs whose Generate Transaction property is set to true. Otherwise, the user will get run time error. There will not be any design time error reported to the user.



LogInfo(String logMsg) Description: The message passed in will be logged into the session log. Where can it be used: This can be called in all the code snippets other than “Import Code”.



LogError(String logMsg) Description: The message passed in will be logged into the session log as error message.
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Where can it be used: This can be called in all the code snippets other than “Import Code”.



ThrowFatalError(errorMsg) Description: This API when called will generate an exception and throws it with the error message passed in. This will also result in the session being failed. Where can it be used: This can be called in all the code snippets other than “Import Code”.



ThrowRowError(errorMsg) Description: If the code entered by the user calls this API, JTX will log an informational message in the session log and will increase the error threshold count. Where can it be used: This can be called in all the code snippets other than “Import Code”.



SetNull(colName) Description: If the code entered by the user calls this API, JTX will set the output column identified by colName. The validation for the colName will be done only at run time2. Once the user calls this API, the column for the current row is marked as NULL and cannot be modified further until the user calls generateRow (). Where can it be used: This can be called in all the code snippets other than “Import Code”.



Boolean IsNull(colName) Description: If the code entered by the user calls this API, JTX will return true or false based on the input column’s data identified by colName is being null or not. The validation for the colName will be done only at run time. Where can it be used: This can only be called in “OnInputRow” code snippet. 2



Depending on time availability, we can check for the validity of colName by simulating a session run as part of code compilation. The other option could be to generate one API/boolean variable for each of the column.
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SetOutRowType (rowType) Description: This API can be called in the JTX code to set the output row type being update, insert, delete and reject. The input parameter is a string containing one of the possible values (INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE and REJECT). Where can it be used: It cannot be called in “Imports Code”. Can only be used in active transformations whose “Update Strategy Transformation” flag is set. Otherwise, an error will be thrown by transformation during run time when this API is called.



rowType GetInRowType() Description: This API can be called in the JTX code to get the input row type being update, insert, delete and reject. This can only be called by JTXs that have “Update Transformation Flag” checked on. The output is a string containing one of the possible values (INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE and REJECT). Where can it be used: Can be used by transformations whose “Update Strategy Transformation” flag is set. Otherwise, an error will be thrown by transformation during run time when this API is called. Can only be called in “OnInputRow” code snippet.



4.6 Java Syntax Highlighting For better readability and user convenience, Java code syntax in the snippet editors will be highlighted like a standard Java IDE. If possible, we will also try to highlight the input/output port variable with a different color/style.



4.6.1 Generating Java Byte Code Once the code is entered, the user can compile the code by clicking the Compile button. The output of the compilation will be shown in the output window shown below the code window. If any compilation error happened, the user can double click on the line showing the compilation error and in result the focus will be set on the code window with cursor on the line containing the error code. If possible, we will show the error line in different color. Also if possible we will pinpoint the position of the word (i.e., the cap character) at which error occurs.
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The compilation will happen implicitly also, when the user clicks on OK button provided. If any error occurs, user will be given a message “Code not compiled. Transformation will be invalid” and invalid transformation will be saved.



4.6.2 Compilation Errors When code is compiled either explicitly when user clicks Compile button or implicitly when OK button is clicked, actually a java class is compiled. This java class is generated from the user code snippets. However, this java class also contains extra code, which is not specified by user in any of the code snippets. This extra code is referred to as non-user code. Format of the compilation errors will be similar to the compilation errors produced using Sun/IBM Java compiler (javac) by compiling a java file. There can be following three kinds of compilation errors: 1. Pure user code errors: These are the errors, which will occur in code provided by user in one of the snippets. In such compilation errors, the user can double click on the line showing the compilation error and in result the focus will be set on the code snippet window with cursor on the line containing the error code. 2. User code errors caused by non-user code: These are the errors, which will occur in code written by user in one of the snippets but caused by non-user code. For example, transformation has a port with name “in1” of type “int”. In this case a function of generated java class (obtained when user clicks on “View Full Code”) will have declaration as follows: int in1; Now if user uses same variable in1 in “On Input Row” snippet, which will eventually be the part of same function in the generated class. In this case, there will be a compilation error in the user’s declaration code for “re-declaration of a variable”. This error is occurred in user’s code but it is caused by non-user code. In these compilation errors also, focus will be set on the code snippet window with cursor on the line containing the error code when user double click on the line showing the compilation error.
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However, user may not be able to figure out the problem just by looking at the snippet code. In such cases, user can view the error in full code by right clicking on the line showing the compilation error and clicking on “View error in full-code”. Note that user will not be able to modify the full code. After figuring out the problem, user should fix the error by going to the code snippet containing the error. 3. Non-user code errors caused by user code: These are the errors, which will occur in non-user code but caused by user (snippet) code. Ideally such type of errors should never occur; however there can be some cases, when this type of error can occur. These errors will occur when the user-code has some invalid syntax/java-constructs, which can break the non-user code. For example, transformation has an input port with name “in1” of type “int” and an output port “out1” of type “int.”. Say users write the following code for “On Input Row” snippet: Int interest; Interest = CalInterest(in1) // CalInterest() is a user defined function out1 = in1 + interest; } This code will eventually be a part of body of a function in the generated class. The closing brace “}”, which user has put will cause an error in the non-user code since it will match the opening brace of that function. User can figure out the cause of such error, if he is taken to the exact source code in generated class (shown on click of “View Full Code” button). After figuring out the problem, user should fix the error by editing the appropriate snippet code. Thus in these compilation errors, user will be taken to full-code with cursor on the line containing the error code when user double click on the line showing the compilation error.



4.6.3 Miscellaneous
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We will support SUN and IBM JDK only (used for compilation at the client side). If any other JDK is used and we failed to parse the compilation errors, then appropriate error message will be shown when user double click on the line showing the compilation error. Also, if user does not install the JDK and/or does not specify JAVA_HOME environment variable, appropriate error message will be shown to user when code is compiled explicitly (on click of Compile) or implicitly (on click of OK)



4.6.4 Adding/deleting groups Java Transformation supports exactly one input and one output group. When user will create a Java Transform, one input and one output group will be created by default. It user attempts to add more groups or delete one of the default groups in such a manner that number of input and output group is not one finally, appropriate error will be given to the user when user clicks goes to “Java Code” tab (in this case focus will be brought back to “Ports” tab) or user clicks “Ok” and the transformation will be treated as invalid (which ever is done earlier).



4.6.5 Validating port names Each port name will be actually declared as a java variable in the generated code. This will mandate that port names cannot be equal to any java key/reserved words. Java Transformation will validate whether a port name is conflicting with a java keyword. If a port name is equal to a Java keyword, we will inform the user that port name is invalid and ask to change the port name when user goes to the “Java Code” tab (in this case focus will be brought back to “Ports” tab) after adding the ports or user clicks “Ok” (which ever is done earlier).



4.6.6 Adding/deleting ports Consider an example where user has added two input ports in1 and in2 and used these ports in code snippets in “Java Code” tab. Now if user goes back to “Ports” tab and delete the “in1” port. Ideally user should get a warning saying “Deleting this port will make the code invalid” when user attempts to
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delete such a port. However, it will not be possible to achieve this due to implement issues. Similarly user may add a port whose name is same as one of the existing local/instance variables used in code snippets. This again will invalidate the code These problems will be caught as compilation errors only - either when user explicitly compiles the code or when OK is clicked.



4.6.7 Saving the JTX Transformation Once the user enters his code, the user can save the JTX to repository by clicking on the OK button on the editor dialog box. During the saving, JTX will save the byte code generated by compiling the code as text format by encoding the binary data using Base64 or a HEX table. The generated byte code along with code snippets will be stored in the repository using Metadata Extension Attributes. These metadata extensions will be hidden for the user.



4.6.8 PowerCenter Partition Support Partitioning will be supported. Partition specific constraints on static variables are explained in section 0.



4.6.9 Java Transformation Validation Every time, Java Transformation needs to do validation, the transformation will do so by computing the Check Sum on the code provided and byte code generated and compares the check sum stored in the repository. If the values are not same, the java transformation will report error. Of course, the code snippets should also be in valid compiled code without any compilation errors. Otherwise, validation will fail.



4.7 USER EXPERIENCE This section discusses the overall user experience while developing a Java Transform. User will have following experience: 1. Open the designer 2. Just like any other transformations, user will have two ways to create “Java Transform” RVCE
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3. While creating “Java Transform”, the user will be asked to select the type of transformation (Active/Passive). This dialog box needs to be implemented. 4. When user edits the “Java Transform”, “Edit Transformations” dialog box will appear. 5. Transformation editor will have following “tabs” enabled in the order given below: a. Transformation – This will be same as any other CT b. Ports – This will be same as any other CT c. Properties – This will be same as any other CT d. Java Code – This is specific to “Java Transform” and will be explained in details later in this section 6. As only one input group and output group can be used in Java Transform, “Ports” tab will one input group and one output group pre-populated by default. 7. Add ports like in any other CT using “Ports” tab. 8. User can override the properties like in any other CT using “Properties” tab 9. After adding ports, user can go to the “Java Code” tab. If user directly goes to Java Code tab a. User will not see any ports in the left tree control b. A message will be given saying “There are no ports added currently” 10.User will perform following tasks in the “Java Code” Tab a. “On Input Row” tab will be in focus by default. In the left tree control, all the input, output ports will be shown. Also all callable APIs will be available in tree control for use (if transformation is active). b. In-out ports will appear both in input and output ports. c. Input and Output ports in the left tree control will be available depending upon which Code Snippet tab is in focus and rest will disabled. d. If transformation is passive, “On Transact” snippet will not be visible e. User will add the code in various code snippets, which are required to implement the transform logic.
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f. Callable API shown in the left tree control will be available depending upon which Code Snippet tab is in focus and rest will be disabled. g. Double Clicking on any item in the left tree control will get that item in code snippet editor. h. When user will select any code snippet tab, an appropriate comment will be shown in the beginning of Snippet Code Editor. i. When user will select any item in left tree control, help/description of the selected item will be shown in read only mode, below the tree control. Also callable APIs function signature should be shown as a tool tip (in the leafs of tree control) and in the status bar for tree-control. j. If user goes back to “Ports” tab, add/delete/modify some ports and then come again to “Java Code” tab, then the tree-control will show the updated input/output ports. k. After adding code in various Snippets, user can view full-generated code by clicking on “View Full Code” button. Full code (generated) will appear in a separate non-editable dialog box. If full code generation fails for some reason (e.g., connection to repository is down), an appropriate error message will be shown l. After adding code in various Snippets, user can compile the code by clicking on “Compile” button. Results of compilation will appear in Output window. If full code generation fails (e.g., repository is down) or code compilation execution fails (e.g., java compiler process could not be created) for some reason, an appropriate error message will be shown. If compilation is successful, a message “Code compiled successfully” will appear in Output window. If compilation fails, compilation error(s) will appear in Output window. The format in which errors will appear in the output window will be similar to error obtained while compiling a java program with normal javac command. When user selects any error line in the output window, focus will go to one of the following: • User-code: If the error is in one of snippet code, focus will go to the snippet containing the error. Also, the erroneous line in the snippet will be highlighted.
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• Full-code: If the error is not in one of snippet code, a new noneditable dialog box will popup containing full code. Erroneous line in the full-code will be highlighted. At any time user will be able to see the error in full code (to fix the user-code errors which are caused by non-user code and the non-user code errors, which are caused by user-code). In the output window, on right click of any error, user will get following two options: • “View error in snippet”: Can be used to see the error in snippet. This will be disabled if error is not in any of snippets (and exists in non-user code). • “View error in full code”: Can be used to see the error in full code. m. Before proceeding further, user should fix all the compilation error and then click on “OK”. n. If user directly clicks on “OK”(irrespective of whether user has compiled the code or not), internally code will be compiled, results will be shown in Output window. If the compilation is successful, transformation will be saved in the repository and dialog box will be closed, else a message saying “Code not compiled successfully. Transformation will be invalid” will be shown to the user and the invalid transformation will be saved. 11.If user wishes to delete/add ports after adding some code in Java Code tab, user can do this by going to “Ports” tab and then can complete the code by coming back to Java Code tab. 12.At any point of time user can click on “Help” button in Java Code tab, which will launch the Java Transform documentation.



4.8 REPOSITORY FUNCTIONALITY 4.8.1 Object I/E using PowerCenter Object I/E for Java Transform will work as it works for any other transformation.
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When a JTX object is exported from the designer, the java code snippets and java byte code will be exported along with the rest of the attributes of the JTX object. However, the user can mug around with file containing the exported data resulting the corrupt situation where the java code snippets are different from the java byte code. So, in order to verify sanity of the java code snippets and java byte code, there will be checksum verification as explained in section 0.



4.9 SERVER FUNCTIONALITY When a session containing the JTX transformation is run, JTX transformation will extract the java byte code from the repository and load this as a java class using class loader. Depending on the event happened, the corresponding user entered code would be executed by JTX transformation. The event could be receiving a row, commit, rollback etc. The events and the code snippet that will be executed is explained in section Error! Reference source not found.. CRC validation as explained section 0 would be performed as part of runtime validation.



4.10 INSTALLATION FUNCTIONALITY 4.10.1 Client installation JTX transformation will go as a native transformation. Hence, PowerCenter Client installer should automatically install the client components needed by JTX.



4.10.2 Repository Installation JTX transformation will go as a native transformation. Hence, PowerCenter Repository installer should automatically install the client components needed by JTX.



4.10.3 Server Installation JTX transformation will go as a native transformation. Hence, PowerCenter Server installer should automatically install the client components needed by JTX.
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Chapter 5 Limitations and Future Improvements 5.1 Importing an existing class One thing that was not considered in this release, but can be provided as enhancements for future releases is the ability to import already created Java Classes. 5.1.1 Testing/Debugging the Java Byte Code Generated Due to complexity involved in providing the debugging environment by allowing the user to execute the code one line at a time (similar to standard IDEs), PowerCenter will not support debugging the code entered in JTX editor. However, PowerCenter JTX editor can allow the user to test the code entered using a test data by providing a button titled “Test Run”. The user can do the test run by clicking on this test run button. When the user clicks on this button, the standard file dialog will open up asking for the user to locate the file containing the test data. The data is a standard text file separating the columns data with “comma”. The user can use ‘\’ for use as escape character—this allows the user to have a comma in a string columns data. The output of the test run is shown to the user in the output window provided in the editor tab. Number of input columns should match the number of columns in the test data file. One row in the test data file is one input row for the transformation. A columns data is identified by its index in the transformation to its index in test data file. 5.1.2 Debugging Support using stub code generation Depending on possibility, the user can be provided with a functionality to test the code entered by the user by providing the user with a set stub code generated.
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5.1.3 Complete Code View Depending on the possibility, the user will also be provided with the ability to view the complete code.



5.2 Debugging Support There are two levels of debugging possible with JTX Transformation. The first one is the debugging of PowerCenter’s mapping. This can be supported as it is now. The second one is debugging the java code entered by the user. Although, it would be ideal to integrate this java code debugging with PowerCenter’s debugging, due to the high level of complexity involved, this integrated debugging will not be supported in the first release. However, there is still a possibility of providing a debugging mechanism for java code alone. There are two possibilities for this kind of debugging. One approach would be debugging with in JTX editor. In this case, the user has to provide the location of the test data and JTX will run through the data simulating the scenario as that of when the mapping is run. The second approach would be generating the stub code for the user to debug the JTX code entered in a stand-alone Java IDE environment. Of all the three debugging approaches possible, the simplest approach is to generate the stub code and let the user test the code in a separate JAVA IDE. This functionality will be provided based on the time available.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion The Java Custom Transformation for PowerCenter now can be used by Java developers to write custom transformations. The PowerCenter Custom Transformations can now be written in C, C++ and in Java. As the industry currently has many Java developers, they will find it easy to write from now on the Business Logic in Java and run their application. For Novice users, a JTX Console has been provided which takes care all the sub-parts of the program which the users has to write to complete the code. The list of API’s which the User has to reference have been provided in this report. The Java Custom Transformation documentation has been done using Javadocs. This makes a framed access to all major PowerCenter classes and packages available to user. The product is highly scalable and reliable, as it has been tested against multiple repositories across various platforms. The Unit testing, Integration testing and System testing have been carried out. Errors and bugs found during these periods have been successfully fixed.
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